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Dear Editor:
We agree with the authors’ enthusiasm for using data col-

lected unobtrusively from smartphones to detect patterns as-
sociated with states of health and disease, improve screening
and diagnosis, and fulfill the promise of precision health with
truly personalized, just-in-time adaptive interventions.1 Many
useful diagnostic signals embedded in individuals’ digital
behavior will come through interaction with personal screens.
Indeed, evidence of the patterns mentioned in the article (e.g.,
word choices, social media content, velocity of switching and
input) do appear on those screens. The term “phonotype,”
however, emphasizes the device rather than the screens,
through which individuals actually interface with the digital
world. We propose the term “screenotype.” Screenotypes are
derived from the “screenome,” the unique individual record of
experiences that constitute physical, psychological, and social
life on digital devices with screens—the study of which is
“screenomics.”2 We prefer the prefix screen—because it is the
screen, not the phone, that serves as the primary expression of
individuals’ digital exposures and behaviors.
Through our research collecting screenomes from hundreds

of individuals, we have identified a growing number of
screenotypes that capture potentially important both
between-person differences (e.g., diversity of applications
used or visual interfaces engaged) and within-person dynam-
ics (e.g., diurnal patterns in information flow) that will poten-
tially support personalized and time- and context-sensitive
micro-interventions. Notably, individuals’ digital lives are
characterized by speedy transitions between screens on many
different devices (e.g., between smartphone and laptop, and
potentially include transitions to screens on tablets, cable
systems, and even cars). People experience digital life as

threads that they actively construct and that weave seamlessly
across multiple screens and often across radically different
contents and possibilities that emerge on all of them.2 Fully
subscribing to the analogy to genomics and other omics, we
suggest maintaining accuracy and infusing poetry in the
emerging science through generalization beyond the
phonotype, which may evoke imagery related to an old-
school record player, to the screenotype, screenome, and
screenomics.
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